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Abst rac t - -We consider ageneralized Gaussian random field given by the stochastic SchrSdinger's 
equation (-A + C)( = rh in G C R q. When the dimension of our initial space Rq is greater than 4, 
we can estimate the potential C with probability 1observing ( in an arbitrary small neighbourhood 
of a point t E G. In the case when q < 4 and homogeneous boundary values are supposed, we can 
determine the Radon-Nikodym derivative of measures corresponding to different constant potentials. 
In the case q = 1, one can solve explicitly the maximum-likelihood equation. 
Keywords--Generaiized Gaussian random field, Radon-Nikodym derivative, Maximum-likelihood 
method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last 15 years, the investigation ofthe properties of Ganssian Markov random fields and their 
generalizations plays an important role in probability theory and mathematical statistics (see, 
e.g., [1-3]). In many papers, some fundamental results were proved on the properties of correlation 
operators, of trajectories, and on the prediction of these fields. One of the most interesting 
problems investigates the problem of identification of unknown parameters. The problem of 
equivalence and orthogonality of Gaussian measures generated by different Markov fields, was 
discussed in [3-7], and this result was connected also with the identification problem. One can 
find in [8-11] Levy-Baxter type theorems with respect o the identification with probability 1. 
In this paper, we discuss an important example, the so-called stochastic SchrSdinger's equation 
of the form 
( -A  + C)( = ~, (1) 
and we show that the different kind of behaviour of estimators of the potential C depend on the 
dimensions of the initial space. 
2. STOCHASTIC SCHR(~DINGER'S EQUATIONS 
Let us consider Equation (1) in a bounded domain G c Rq, where C is a positive smooth 
function, the potential, r/ : C~(G)  ---* H; and H = L2(I) ,A,Q) is a Hilbert space of random 
variables with finite second moments, and ~ is a Gaussian white noise with the following properties 
E(~o,~?) = 0, E(~o, r])(~b, r/) = (~, ( -A  + C)~b), ~o, ¢ e C~(G).  
*This work was supported by the Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research, Grant No. F4318. 
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We say (see [2]), that the Gaussian random field ( satisfies Equation (1), if~ is a linear continuous, 
0 
functional from the Sobolev space W-I (G)  to the Hilbert space H and ( ( -A  + C)~o, () = (~, v/) 
for all ~o E C~°(G). It is possible to define ~ in an equivalent way (see [3]). Let ~ be a generalized 
Gaussian random field (( : C~(G) --* H) with zero mean and the following correlation function 
_- £ ~, ~ e cg'(a), 
0 
where/5 denotes the Friedrichs' extension of the operator P. One can extend ~ to W-I (G)  and 
then ~ satisfies Equation (1). 
0 
We remark that ~ has a modification which is an element of the Sobolev space WIn(G), a.s., if 
m < 1 - q/2. For example, in the one-dimensional case, we have: ~ E L2(G). 
The main goal of this paper is to construct estimators for the unknown potential C. It is 
known [10] that if q > 4, the potential can be estimated with probability 1. To prove and explain 
this fact, let us take ~ E C~(G) such that ][~IIL2 ~--- 1, and let us build up with the help of it, 
the following "testing functions" 
= (t - to) m = (ml , . . . ,mq) ,  e Z,  e N, 
and the quadratic functionals, 
mEnG 
(~m,~, ~)~ + (vm,~, A~, . )  
mes(G)- n-qd 
In [9,10], the following statement was proved. 
THEOREM 1. I [a random field satisfies (1), to E G, 0 < d < (q - 1)/4, then 
S[ ?21-b1/(q-4.4d)] n~ C(t0)' with probability 1. 
In the following section, we shall show that in the case q < 4, the identification of C generally 
cannot be done with probability 1. Moreover, the case q -- 4 cannot be handled in the same way 
and it remains an open problem. For the discussion, we need the Radon-Nikodym derivative of 
Gaussian measures. 
3. RADON-NIKODYM DERIVATIVES 
The well-known Hajek-Feldman theorem says that two Gaussian measures on the same place are 
orthogonal or equivalent. From Theorem 1, it follows that the Gaussian measures corresponding 
to different potentials C(.) are orthogonal if q > 4. In this section, when we assume that C is 
constant, we prove the equivalence of measures and determine the Radon-Nikodym derivative. 
In the sequel, we assume that in the probability space (f~, A, Qc) the random field ~ satisfies 
Equation (1) with constant potential C: 
( -A  + C)~ = 77, in G c R q. (2) 
In the probability space (gt, A, Q0), the random field ~ satisfies Equation (1) with zero potential. 
We need the following theorem on the equivalence ofmeasures corresponding to Gaussian linear 
functionals on Hilbert spaces. 
THEOREM 2. [12, p. 46-49]. Let (~, A) be a measurable space with two probability measures QI 
and Q2. Let U be a Hilbert space, and ~ : l~ x U -* R be a Gaussian linear continuous functional 
with zero mean with respect o both measures, further 
EQ,(u,~) = O, Vu E U, i=1 ,2 ,  
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and the correlation functions fulfill 
EQ, (u, ~)(v, ~) = (u, B,v), ,  Vu, v E U, i = 1, 2, 
where Bi : U --* U, i = 1, 2, are linear continuous operators and there exists e > 0 for which 
(Blu, U)u >_ ellu[[ 2. 
Then the measures Q1 and Q2 are equivalent if and only i / the operator ( I -  B~I B2) is a Hilbert- 
Schmidt ype with eigenvalues (1 -a  2) which are not equM to 1. In this case, the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative is given by 
dQ2 (w~ n--.oo 1 exp -~ --~ (uk,~)2 
d-~1" "= lim 1-I~=x ak = a k ' 
where {uk}~=l is a complete orthonormM system of eigenvectors of the operator (I - B ;  1B2). 
Applying this theorem, we can prove the following result. 
THEOREM 3. The Gaussian measures Qc and Qo corresponding to the positive constant poten- 
tial C and zero potential, respectively, in Equation (2) are equivalent if and only if q < 4. In this 
case, the Radon-Nikodym derivative is the following 
dQc, ., Ak + C 1 Z C (uk, ~)2 (4) 
~o  [wj = nlirnoo Ak exp --~ 
k=L k=l  
where Ak and uk are the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions, respectively, of the operator -A  in 
the domain G, i.e., 
-Auk  = Ak uk, in G. 
o 
{uk }k~=l must be a complete orthogonM system in W-I (G)  and complete orthonormal system 
in L2(G). 
PROOF. The correlation functions of the two solutions (with C > 0 and C = 0) of Equation (2) 
are the following 
EQo(X,~)(y,~) -~ (x, ( - i  q-/)(-A)-iy>l~Z_l , 
(5) 
EQc(x,~l(y,~) = <x, ( -A + I ) ( -~  + c)- ly>~_ , x,y e ~¢-1(a1. 
This means that the correlation operators can be given by 
Bo = ( -~ + I ) (_A) - I ,  Be = ( -A  + I ) ( -a  + C) -~ 
0 
Now we can choose (see [13, p. 261]) a complete orthogonal system {uk}~°=l in WI(G), which 
satisfies the equation 
--AUk=AkUk, i nG,  Ak>0.  
At the same time, (uk}kc¢=l is a complete orthonormal system in L2(G) (with the L 2 product). 
0 0 
oo As {Uk}k=l is a complete orthogonal system also in W-I(G), we can write for any x E W-I(G) 
oo 
x = Z ck uk, and 
k=l  
(I - Bo lBc)  x = ( I  - ( - -A ) ( -A  +/) - I ( - -A  -4- I ) ( -A  -[- C )  -1 )  X 
= (Z-  ( -~) ( -A  + C) - ' )  Z e~ ~ = 1 -  ~ + C c~ ~.  
k=l  k=l  
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From this, it follows that the eigenvalues (1 - (Ak)/(Ak + C)) of the operator ( I -Bo lBc)  cannot 
be equal to 1 and 
1 ~k + C (;~k + C) 2" (6) 
k=l  k=l 
It is well known (see [14, p. 200]) that there exist such positive constants k0, do, dl that 
do k 2/q < Ak <_ dl k 2/q, for k > k0. 
This means that the sum (6) is bounded if and only if q < 4. Now we can apply Theorem 2 and 
get the desired result. 
REMARK. As a consequence of Theorem 3 is formula (4). The knowledge of the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative is the first step in the process of determining the maximum-likelihood estimator of C. 
4. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
In the one-dimensional case, our equation is the following (~ = ~(t), ~ = ~/(t), where t is the 
time), 
_~,, + ~2~ = ~7, 0 < t < T, 
~(o) = ~(T)  = 0. 
(7) 
(s) 
In this case, we can choose the solution from L2(0, T), and applying the Parseval-formula and 
formula (4), we get the Radon-Nikodym derivative: 
;;~(w) = - -~0 (w) = ~ exp - A 2 (uk,~) 2 
k=l = 
( f iAk+A2)2  { 1A2N~H22} 
= k=l ~k exp -~ . 
From here, we get 
O In p~ _ ~-" A A IlgtlL"C"22" 
0A A 2 + Ak 
k=l 
We need the following identity (see [15, p. 685]) 
oo  
1 1 ~r 
~k2+a2-  2a ~+~cth~ra .  
k=l 
The eigenvalues Ak are known 
This means 
r 2 k 2 
Ak = T----K-, k = 1,2 . . . .  
~ 1 k~l 1 = __T2k~ 1 1 = 1 2~ct h 
A 2 + Ak A 2 + (71" 2k2) / (T  2) 7r 2 k=x = = ((TA)/Tr) 2 + k2 - 2-A-2 + TA. 
This gives 
Olnp~ 1 
OA 2A 
We proved the following lemma. 
+ T c thTA-  A 11~1122. 
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LEMMA. The Radon-Nikodym derivative of Gaussian measures Q~ and Qo, corresponding to 
the solution of Equations (7),(8) with potentials A 2 and zero, has the form: 
=dQx2 [1 -  ~2AT]  1/2 exp {TA A22 [,~,,22 }. (9) 
Px dQo - ,~ 
The maximum likelihood estimator of A one can get from the equation 
1 T 
- + c thTA = I1¢111  
It is not a surprise that the previous Radon-Nikodym derivative (9) is very close to the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative of the measure generated by the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with respect o 
the Wiener measure. Namely, let x(t) be the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, which is the solution 
of the stochastic differential equation 
dx(t) = -Ax(t )  dt + dw(t), x(O) = O. 
Then 
d--~ = exp -A x(s) dz(s) - -~ x2(s) ds , 
(see [11, p. 167]). It is known that the process 
T sh(~t) ¢(t)  = x( t )  - x(  ) 
which we can take as the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck bridge satisfies Equations (7),(8). 
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